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400,000 videos
In 2022, the University of Padova reached a huge 

number of 400,000 videos in the cloud uploaded 

by teachers, staff, and students



Expectation & 
outcomes

We didn't want to eliminate 

significant material that could 

represent important information for 

the institution or could serve as a 

historical archive for the future

vs.

There was a greater need to 

decrease this number, as it was 

impactful not only in terms of cost, 

but also in terms of sustainability



Cloud

is not

tangible

as books



It was therefore decided to 

set up a page with single 

sign on (SSO) to allow the 

university community to 

select specific videos 

created before end of June 

2022





We sent the first mail on 

23.01.2023, followed by a 

reminder after 20 days that 

dramatically increased the 

log in to the link to the page

Message/reminder



5753 accounts

3138 teachers and staff

2615 students.



944 users (16.4%) logged in to the page,

632 users (11%) flagged at least one content.

In terms of proportion 30% of teachers and staff 

flagged at least one content compared to the 0.5% of 

the students



167.370 video that were potentially archivable.

After the flagging procedure and requests 142.462 

were eligible to be archived

22.000 were deleted directly by users and

119.747 videos were archived (90TB) in a cloud long 

term storage



After one month of this procedure only 0,4 % of the 

users claimed to recover their video,

16,4 % logged in to the page

0,4 % claimed their videos

(which means that a large amount of the users didn’t 

know or care about videos that were stored in cloud)



davide.ferro@unipd.it

marco.toffanin@unipd.it
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